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Abstract. The dynamic structure factor of molten CsCl has been measured at
low momentum transfer, 1.4 < Q < 33 nm−1 , using high-resolution inelastic Xray scattering. The longitudinal acoustic mode disperses 1.7 times faster than the
adiabatic sound velocity and its linewidth increases following the Q2 law as predicted
by the hydrodynamics. However the linewidth is a factor of seven smaller than the
estimation using the linewidths obtained from Brillouin light scattering. The large
speed-up and the signiﬁcant narrowing of the collective mode, which can be related
to each other by a viscoelastic theory recently presented, must arise from the intrinsic
nature of molten alkali chlorides. Furthermore in comparison with the previous results
of molten NaCl and KCl, the apparent sound velocity is found to be approximately
scaled by the inverse of the square-root of the eﬀective mass among these molten salts.

1. Introduction
The ﬁrst observation of a phonon-like peak in liquid rubidium was made more than 30
years ago using inelastic neutron scattering (INS) [1]. One picture to explain the peak is
that atoms in a liquid, experiencing backﬂow by collisions with the surrounding atoms,
may move around the equilibrium positions for a short time as if in a crystal. In the
case of liquid rubidium, the peak disperses approximately as fast as the adiabatic sound
velocity, cs , consistent with a longitudinal acoustic mode on the atomic scale. However,
the presence or absence of such a peak in a liquid is not always simply explained, and its
behavior is often not easily related to macroscopic properties [2, 3, 4]. Furthermore in
many cases, the peak observed in a liquid disperses faster than cs . Simple explanation
that solid-like response of a liquid to the high-frequency sound mode on the atomic scale
is relevant to the faster dispersion has been proposed based on the viscoelastic theory
[5, 6].
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Faster dispersion of the acoustic mode may be expected in a liquid with more rigid
structure at a short time on the basis of the viscoelastic theory. Here we carry out
high-resolution inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) experiments to observe the dynamics
of molten alkali halides, a simple binary liquid with solid-like short range order. The
partial structures in molten alkali chlorides have been studied extensively by neutron
scattering (NS) using the isotope substitution method with Cl isotopes. The results
suggest that molten alkali halides preserve chemical short-range order between cations
and anions (charge-ordering) like ionic solids [7].
In this article we report the results of IXS measurements for molten CsCl. The
static and dynamic partial structure factors of molten CsCl were measured by NS [8]
and INS [9], respectively. However INS measurements about twenty years ago could
not access low Q region in which the longitudinal acoustic mode disperses. Recently
high-resolution IXS has been used to investigate atomic dynamics in several molten salts
[10, 11, 12]. The technique is a powerful tool to study collective modes at low Q and we
could obtain the normalized dynamic structure factor, S(Q, ω)/S(Q), in 1.4 < Q < 33
nm−1 , where Q and ω represent momentum and energy transfer, respectively. We ﬁnd
that a distinct acoustic mode disperses much faster than cs and the linewidth of the
mode is reduced by a factor seven compared to expectations from Q2 scaling of the
Brillouin linewidth reported by Qiu et al. [13]. We conclude that both the faster
dispersion and narrowing of the acoustic mode in molten CsCl must be explained by
the intrinsic nature of the molten salt from the estimation on the basis of a viscoelastic
theory recently presented by Scopigno et al [2, 14].
2. Experimental
This experiment was conducted at the high-resolution IXS beamline (BL35XU) of
SPring-8 in Japan [15]. Backscattering at the Si (11 11 11) reﬂection was used to provide
a beam of 4×109 photons/sec in a 0.8 meV bandwidth onto the sample. The energy
of the incident beam and the Bragg angle of the backscattering were 21.747 keV and
approximately 89.98◦ , respectively. We used twelve spherical analyzer crystals at the end
of the 10 m horizontal arm. The spectrometer resolution was 1.5-1.8 meV depending
on the analyzer crystal as measured using scattering from polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA). The momentum transfer resolution, ∆Q, was 0.45 nm−1 at Q < 5.5 nm−1,
and 1.0 nm−1 at Q > 5.5 nm−1 .
The CsCl sample of 99.999% purity and 0.2 mm thickness (approximately equal to
the optical depth at 2.7 g cm−3 ) was mounted in a single-crystal sapphire cell modiﬁed
from the original one [16]. The cell was contained in a chamber with wide windows
made of thin single crystalline Si which was replaced with a Be plate of the original
design [17] to reduce the background from the window. The chamber was ﬁlled with 2
bar of He gas (99.9999% purity) to reduce evaporation of molten CsCl. IXS spectra of
molten CsCl were measured at 993 K (The melting temperature is 919 K). Scans over a
range from -50 to 50 meV required 3 hours, with total data collection times 24, 18 and
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Figure 1. A perspective plot of I(Q, ω)/I(Q)×F (Q) of molten CsCl.

24 hours for Q < 5.5 nm−1, 6.7 < Q < 11 nm−1 and 11 < Q < 33 nm−1 , respectively.
Backgrounds were measured at the same temperature and Q positions using the empty
cell.
3. Results
We obtained the IXS spectra of molten CsCl, I(Q, ω), after subtracting the background
from the observed data with absorption correction and deduced S(Q, ω)/S(Q) from
normalizing I(Q, ω) by I(Q), the energy integral of I(Q, ω). Figure 1 shows a perspective
plot of S(Q, ω)/S(Q)×F (Q), where F (Q) is the total scattering intensity including the
incoherent component which is calculated from the partial structure factors [8] and the
atomic form factors of Cs and Cl. Figure 2 (a) shows S(Q, ω)/S(Q) in low Q region.
A distinct shoulder is observable in both sides of the elastic part, S(Q, 0)/S(Q), and
it shifts to higher ω with increasing Q to 6 nm−1 . Figure 2 (b) shows S(Q, ω)/S(Q)
in high Q region. The quasielastic peak becomes narrow at 15 nm−1 around the F (Q)
maximum similar to de Gennes narrowing in monatomic liquids. For Q > 15 nm−1 , the
proﬁle of S(Q, ω)/S(Q) becomes broad and the inelastic components are merged into
the quasielastic peak. As shown in Figure 3(a), I(Q) agrees well with F (Q).
The observed S(Q, ω)/S(Q) is broadened by the spectrometer resolution. To
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Figure 2. (a) S(Q, ω)/S(Q) of molten CsCl at 993 K (open circles) and ﬁts (bold
solid lines on the data points) made by the model function in low Q region. Also
shown are a model function (bold solid lines), the quasielastic (thin solid curves) and
inelastic (thin solid curves) peaks, and the resolution function (dash-dotted curves).
(b) S(Q, ω)/S(Q) (open circles) and ﬁts (bold solid lines) in high Q region. Each
spectrum is multiplied by 102 for clarity. Also shown is the resolution function (dashdotted curves).

deconvolute the observed spectra, we used a model function composed of a pseudoVoigt function for the quasielastic peak, Fqel (Q, ω), and damped harmonic oscillator
(DHO) for inelastic excitations, Finel (Q, ω). The model function is expressed by,
S(Q, ω)/S(Q) = B(ω ) [Fqel (Q, ω ) + Finel (Q, ω )] ⊗R(ω − ω ),
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where B(ω) = βh̄ω/ [1 − exp(−βh̄ω)], β = (kB T )−1 and ωQ = Ω2Q − ΓQ 2 . A0 , c, ΓL
and ΓG are the amplitude, Gaussian fraction, the widths of Lorentzian and Gaussian
peaks, respectively. A1 , ΓQ and ΩQ are the amplitude, the width and the excitation
energy for the inelastic peak. The symbol ⊗ indicates convolution with the resolution
function, R(ω). We carried out the least-square ﬁtting using the model function. The
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optimized convolution and deconvolution are indicated by bold and thin solid lines,
respectively, in Figure 2 (a). The large fraction of Fqel (Q, ω) in the ﬁts may originate
from the fact that the observed S(Q, ω)/S(Q) has, eﬀectively, an incoherent component
because of large diﬀerence in the atomic form factors between Cs and Cl.
S(Q, ω)/S(Q) in molten CsCl is well reproduced by the present simple model
of the quasielastic peak and a single DHO component while the total S(Q, ω)/S(Q)
is composed of Cs-Cs, Cs-Cl and Cl-Cl correlations and is strongly weighted by the
components including Cs with a large scattering amplitude. The average value of
χ square per degrees of freedom with the standard deviation is 1.3 ±0.3, suggesting
reasonably good ﬁts. Why can the present model reproduce the present data? The
reason may be explained as follows. As the previous structural studies on molten alkali
halides have suggested [7]-[9], the cation-cation and anion-anion partial structure factors,
S++ and S−− , respectively, are approximately equivalent in molten alkali halides. In
this case, one can take the density-density correlation function, Snn = S++ + S+− , and
charge-charge correlation function, Sqq = S++ − S+− , where S+− is the cation-anion
partial structure factor, as two independent partial structure factors instead of S++ ,
S−− and S+− [9]. The collective excitations in Snn and Sqq correspond to a longitudinal
acoustic mode and an optic-like mode in molten alkali halides, respectively. We speculate
that the former excitation must be obtained from the present analysis since the latter
excitation is known to be very diﬃcult to observe [11]. In the next section we discuss
the present results, regarding the excitations represented by the DHO component at Q
lower than the F (Q) maximum as the longitudinal sound mode in Snn .
4. Discussion
We plot ΩQ and ΓQ as a function of Q in Figure 3(b). ΩQ shows nearly linear dispersion
at low Q and has a minimum around 15 nm−1 at around the F (Q) maximum. With
further increasing Q, ΩQ starts to increase again. ΩQ in low Q region disperses faster
than cs of 1110 m s−1 [18] denoted by a broken line in the ﬁgure. The apparent sound
velocity, cQ (Q) = ΩQ /Q, is plotted in Figure 3(c) with cs indicated by the arrow. Also
shown is the high-frequency sound speed (a dash-dotted line), c∞ (Q) = ωLA (Q)/Q,
which is calculated using a formula deduced from the exact normalized fourth frequency
moment, ωLA (Q), in molten alkali halides, given in Ref. [19]. To calculate ωLA (Q)
we use the approximation similar to the monatomic liquids [20] neglecting the term
for the plasma oscillation, and including the interionic distance of 0.34 nm and the
Einstein frequency of 10 meV evaluated from the literatures [21, 22]. cQ (Q) increases
with increasing Q up to 3 nm−1 and starts to decrease at 6 nm−1 . The maximum of
cQ (Q) is about 1900 m s−1 , which is 71 % faster than cs . This speed-up is much larger
than 10 - 20 % reported in many liquid metals. Such large speed-up of cQ (Q) was also
reported in other molten alkali halides by IXS studies [10, 12]. As for the linewidth of
the acoustic mode, ΓQ increases following the Q2 law as the generalized hydrodynamics
predicts. When we deﬁne ΓQ = WIXS Q2 , the optimized WIXS of 0.043 ±0.004 meV nm2
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Figure 3. (a) The integrated intensity of I(Q, E), I(Q) (open circles), normalized
by the polarization factor, and total scattering intensity F (Q) (solid curve). (b) ΩQ
(open circles) and ΓQ (closed triangles) obtained from the least-squares ﬁts using the
model function. Also shown are a ﬁtting curve of ΓQ with WIXS Q2 (solid curve) and
a dispersion with a slope of 1110 m s −1 (broken line). (c). cQ (Q) (open circles),
c∞(Q) (dash-dotted curve) and cs (arrow) of molten CsCl. Also shown are cQ (Q)
(solid squares) of liquid Cs taken from [27], and that multiplied by 1.6 (solid line).
The inset shows the excitation frequency multiplied by the structural and thermal
relaxation time, ΩQ τµ and ΩQ τth (Q), respectively.

is obtained.
On the macroscopic scale, the acoustic mode can be observed by Brillouin light
scattering (BLS). Hydrodynamics expresses the Brillouin linewidth ΓBLS using the
equation [5, 6],
ΓBLS = W Q2 ,
(2)


1 4
W =
( η + ηB )/ρ + (γ − 1)DT ,
2 3
where η, ηB , ρ, γ and DT are shear and bulk viscosities, mass density, the speciﬁc heat
ratio and the thermal diﬀusivity, respectively. Here DT is represented by DT = λ/(ρCp ),
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where Cp and λ are the speciﬁc heat at constant pressure and thermal conductivity,
respectively. Eq. (2) means that the dissipation to viscous and thermal decay channels
determines the linewidth.
Qiu et al. [13] investigated the acoustic mode in molten CsCl at very low Q using
a BLS technique. They found the position of the Brillouin peak consistent with the
prediction from cs of molten CsCl. However the Brillouin linewidth was not consistent
with the one given by Eq.(2). The results are summarized in Table 1. When η= 1.3
mPa s, ηB =32 mPa s, γ=1.5, Cp = 450 J K−1 kg−1 [18] and λ = 0.31 W m−1 K−1 [23]
are used, W becomes approximately a order larger than W obs observed by BLS. Qiu et
al. pointed out that this discrepancy may be due to large ηB with less reliability. In fact
W  obtained by neglecting ηB is in fairly good agreement with W obs . This fact means
that W obs may be consistent with Eq.(2) if the real ηB is smaller than the reported one
as Qiu et al. speculated. However WIXS obtained by the present study is approximately
factor seven smaller than W obs as shown in Table 1.
This narrow WIXS does not seem to be a result of correlations between the optimized
parameters. We used Fqel (Q, ω) of the pseudo-Voigt function because Fqel (Q, ω) of a
simple Lorentzian did not reproduce the observed spectra at higher Q around de Gennes
narrowing while it worked at low Q where ΩQ disperses linearly and the optimized c is
less than 0.2. When the simple Lorentzian was used for Fqel (Q, ω), we obtained 0.045
meV nm2 as a Q2 scaling factor of ΓQ , which is consistent with the present result within
the error bar.
The IXS results of molten CsCl are summarized as the speed-up of cQ (Q) at low Q
and the linewidth of the acoustic mode smaller than the hydrodynamic equation. Similar
results have already been reported in several liquid metals. Scopigno et al [2] discussed
the applicability of Eq.(2) for IXS data of liquid Li and related the speed-up and the
small linewidth to the structural relaxation based on the viscoelastic theory. They
assumed the memory function constituted of slow (α) and fast (µ) structural relaxations,
and a thermal one (th), whose relaxation times are τα , τµ and τth , respectively. They
took the simple Debye approximation and gave the memory function, M (Q, t), by,
2

M (Q, t) = ∆2α e−t/τα + ∆2µ e−t/τµ + ∆2th e−a(Q)Q t,

(3)

where a(Q) corresponds to DT in the Q→0 limit and τth (Q) = (a(Q)Q2 )−1 . In their

Table 1. Q2 scaling factors for the linewidth of the acoustic mode in molten CsCl
obtained from several methods.

Q2 scaling factor
2W
2W 
2W obs
2WIXS

=
=
=
=

[m2 s−1 ]
1.3×10−5
7.7×10−7
9.8×10−7
1.3×10−7

methods
Eq.(2) with ηB
Eq.(2) without ηB
BLS [13]
the present IXS
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theory, cQ (Q) faster than cs is related to the pole of Fourier-Laplace transform of
M (Q,
(Q), represented by
 t) and does not exceed the high-frequency sound speed, c∞
2
2
2
2
±i ω0 + ∆th + ∆α + ∆µ = ±ic∞ (Q)Q, while cs is expressed by ±i ω02 + ∆2th = ±ics Q,
where ω02 is the normalized second frequency moment of S(Q, ω). They assumed that
the α-process slow enough to be frozen is not responsible for Q dependence of cQ (Q)
and the observed speed-up is caused by the µ-process. In respect to the linewidth of the
sound mode, they replaced (4η/3 + ηB )/ρ representing the viscous decay with ∆2µ τµ /Q2
in Eq. (2) by the same reason that the slow α process could not contribute to the
damping of the sound modes.
We analyze the present results based on their theory. We assume 2WIXS = ∆2µ τµ /Q2
by neglecting the term of (γ − 1)DT in Eq. (2) because λ is much smaller in
molten CsCl than liquid metals. We will discuss this assumption below. Next we
estimate ∆2µ from the observed increase of cQ (Q) at low Q using the approximation
of ∆2µ /Q2 c2Q (2.8) − c2Q (1.4). Then we can obtain τµ = 0.07 ps, which is the same
order of τµ in liquid Li [2]. The inset of Figure 3(c) shows ΩQ τµ and ΩQ τth (Q) as a
function of Q up to 10 nm−1 . We calculate τth (Q), assuming a(Q) = DT . As seen in
the inset, ΩQ τµ is smaller than unity but clearly correlated with cQ (Q). Large ΩQ τth (Q)
at low Q suggests the adiabatic propagation of the sound mode. We assume that ∆2th
does not change from 1.4 to 2.8 nm−1 because the transition from the adiabatic to the
isothermal propagation will shift to higher Q than the Q corresponding to ΩQ τth (Q) = 1
as recently reported in Ref. [24]. If a thermal decay denoted by (γ − 1)DT is included
in the estimation, ∆2µτµ /Q2 becomes very small, and τµ of the order of 1 fs is obtained.
Such extremely fast relaxation cannot explain the observed variation of cQ (Q) at low
Q. The present estimation may indicate that the thermal decay channel does not make
a main contribution to the linewidth probably because the generalized speciﬁc heat
ratio, γ(Q), already approaches unity at the lowest Q in the present data. Of course,
neglecting the thermal decay channel must not present the real relaxation exactly but
even if we take account of it properly, it should be concluded that the fast structural
relaxation with τµ less than 0.1 ps is strongly relevant to the present results.
Large speed-up of cQ (Q) is also reported by the previous IXS studies on molten
alkali halides. Demmel et al. [10] found for the ﬁrst time that the fast dispersion of the
apparent sound velocity in molten NaCl is similar to the dispersion in liquid Na, and
discussed that the fast dispersion might be related to a fast sound mode derived from
lighter alkali atoms. Their investigations on molten KCl [12] conﬁrmed the similarity
of the dispersion between molten alkali halides and liquid alkali metals again. Because
the inﬂuence of Sqq on the total scattering intensity is negligible in molten KCl, the fast
dispersion must arise from Snn . To understand these similarity of the apparent sound
velocity, Demmel et al. [12] speculated about a plasmon-type mode of the cations on a
uniform anion background mediated by the polarized electron clouds of the anions. In
practice, a plasmon-type theory originally presented by Bohm and Staver [25] is known
to explain a longitudinal collective mode in alkali metals, and recently the applicability
of the theory to collective dynamics in a liquid K-Cs alloy was reported [26].
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Although the similarity of the dispersion to pure liquid alkali metals was observed
in molten NaCl and KCl, this is not the case in molten CsCl. cQ (Q) of molten CsCl
is much faster than that of liquid Cs [27] as seen in Figure 3 (c). Meanwhile, when
the velocity is in inverse proportion to the square-root of particle mass, the ratio of the
sound velocity may follow the equation given by,
csalt /cmetal =



M+ /2mr ,

(4)

where csalt , cmetal , M+ and 2mr denote the sound velocities of a molten salt and a
liquid metal, the cation mass and the eﬀective mass (mr is the reduced mass) [19, 26],
respectively. As seen in Figure 3 (c), cQ (Q) of molten CsCl is scaled by a factor 1.6 to
that of liquid Cs. This scaling factor is approximately equal to a factor 1.54 deduced
from Eq.(4) as indicated in Table 2. Interestingly the scaling factors of NaCl and
KCl in Table 2 calculated from Eq.(4) are approximately unity, which indicates that
the previous experimental results may also follow Eq.(4). A physical picture of Eq.(4)
means that quasi-particles with the eﬀective mass move collectively in the molten salt as
if atoms in the liquid metal. A cooperative motion of the cations and anions is inferred
from this picture. We may not need to assume a plasmon-type mode of the cations on
a uniform anion background to explain the fast dispersion in molten NaCl and KCl.
Furthermore cQ (Q) normalized by the inverse of the square-root of the eﬀective mass,
√
cQ (Q) 2mr , is approximately constant among these three molten salts as indicated in
Table 2. The picture of a quasi-particle dynamics may commonly be applied to these
molten salts. Here we have a question: why does cQ (Q) seem to follow Eq.(4) despite
that the electronic property is much diﬀerent between liquid metals and molten salts?
Note that the adiabatic sound velocity in these systems does not seem to follow Eq.(4)
as indicated in Table 2. We consider the question from a microscopic point of view
and point out that the average interatomic distance in the liquid alkali metals [29] are
approximately as large as the average interionic distance of like ions in these molten

Table 2. A scaling factor of the apparent sound velocity deduced from the particle
M+ /2mr , where M+ and 2 mr are the cation and the eﬀective mass,
mass,
respectively. The reduced mass mr is given by mr = M+ M− /(M+ + M− ). Here
the Cl mass M− is 35.5. Also indicated are the experimental data of csalt /cmetal for
√
cQ (Q) and cs , and cQ (Q) 2mr . The results of molten NaCl and KCl are quoted from
references [10] and [12], respectively. cs of liquid alkali metals is taken from [28].

M+
2mr
M+ /2mr

csalt /cmetal for cQ (Q)
csalt /cmetal for cs
√
cQ (Q) 2mr [km s−1 ]

NaCl
23.0
27.9
0.91
∼1
0.70
15.3

KCl
39.1
37.2
1.03
∼1
0.89
14.4

CsCl
132.9
56.0
1.54
1.6
1.15
14.2
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alkali halides [7]. The average interionic distance of like ions is equivalent to the average
distance of the quasi-particles in the molten salt. This experimental fact may be related
to the result that Eq.(4) is useful to estimate cQ (Q) of the molten salt from that of the
corresponding liquid metal while the results following Eq.(4) may be fortuitous.
On the basis of the above discussion we try to explain the present experimental
results by a theory applicable to these molten salts, which may be the viscoelastic theory.
The present results of molten CsCl indicate that cQ (Q) is much faster than the adiabatic
sound velocity and a similar behaviour is observed in molten NaCl and KCl, suggesting
that it is a common phenomenon independent of the cation species. We may be able
to relate the large speed-up of cQ (Q) and narrowing of WIXS to the charge-ordering
intrinsic to molten alkali halides. We speculate that the charge-ordering enhances the
elastic property of the molten salts on the atomic scale and promotes a cage-eﬀect. The
cage-eﬀect is a crucial idea to understand liquid dynamics near the triple point. It has
been used to explain negative values of the velocity autocorrelation function obtained
from molecular dynamics simulations and to classify the liquid dynamics into the fast
(µ) process related to backﬂow due to binary collisions with the surrounding particles
and the slow (α) one related to escape motions from the cage [5, 6]. The large speed-up
of cQ (Q) and small linewidths of the acoustic mode in molten CsCl must originate from
the rigid cage formed by the charge-ordering.
The charge ordering in molten salts has been related to the prediction that an
optic-like mode similar to ionic solids may exist as well as the well deﬁned longitudinal
acoustic mode from the theoretical point of view [30] (also see references in Refs. [7, 11]).
However the INS results [9] suggest that the optic-like modes in molten CsCl are strongly
damped for Q > 15 nm−1. While large diﬀerence in the atomic form factors between
Cs and Cl may have an advantage to observe the optic-like mode [11], we also could not
ﬁnd distinct excitations of the optic-like mode in the observed IXS spectra and were
not successful in ﬁnding evidence for optic-like modes in molten CsCl. The results of
ﬁtting the present S(Q, ω)/S(Q) using a model function with double DHO components
show that the second inelastic peak could be included at ∼13 ±2 meV and around
13 nm−1 near the maximum of the charge-charge correlation function [9]. However its
amplitude was negligibly small and its energy did not disperse to either sides of the Q.
This may simply imply that it is diﬃcult to observe the optic-like modes. Otherwise
the present results may indicate that the point-charge approximation used in many
theoretical studies is not proper for molten CsCl.
5. Summary
IXS measurements of molten CsCl show a large speed-up of the apparent sound velocity
and small linewidths of the acoustic mode. Using a viscoelastic theory recently presented
by Scopigno et al. [2, 14], we estimate a relaxation time less than 0.1 ps corresponding to
the fast (µ) structural relaxation due to binary collisions with the surrounding particles
in molten CsCl. The charge-ordering in the molten salt must play a crucial role for
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the large speed-up and the strong reduction of the damping in the acoustic mode.
Meanwhile we have found that the apparent sound velocity of molten CsCl and liquid
Cs is approximately scaled by the inverse ratio of the square-root of particle mass and
the similar relation is obtained from the data of molten NaCl and KCl. In addition,
√
cQ (Q) normalized by 1/ 2mr is found to be approximately constant among these molten
salts. It is a future subject to understand why the apparent sound velocity in the
diﬀerent systems follows such a scaling law and how the scaling law is relevant to the
viscoelastic theory explaining the present results. Further analysis using the memory
function formalism for binary liquids [31] may be useful to understand coherent dynamics
in molten alkali halides more deeply.
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